Contact: Kyle Lynch
Email: kyle@beachbaker.co.uk

Job Title: Planner / Senior Planner
Location: Northampton
Reference Number: KL/885739
A local reputable planning consultancy has retained Beach Baker in their search for a
Planner / Senior Planner for their Midlands office, as part of their structured growth
strategy due to an increase in work.
We are looking for someone who has either recently qualified MRTPI or is a licentiate
member on the cusp of submitting their log book. Most importantly we are looking for
people with good commercial acumen, so ideally candidates will have come from another
private consultancy, although we will consider those from a local authority or developer
background at the same level.
For more information on this role click here

________________________________________________________________________
Job Title: Senior Planner/Associate
Location: Birmingham
Reference Number: KL/885778
A local independent pure planning consultancy has retained Beach Baker in their search
for a Senior / Associate level Planner to join their closely knit team in Birmingham's city
centre.
Should you wish to apply you must be fully MRTPI qualified with a good number of years
of experience under your belt operating at a principal level. We will consider those who
are Senior Planners looking to make a step up in their careers and are on the cusp of
becoming an associate. Those looking to apply will ideally have some work and contacts
that they can bring with them as well as a keen desire to engage in business development
and networking in order to expand your contact and client base. Ideally people looking to
make this move will have attained the majority of their experience within the consultancy
environment.
For more information on this role click here

________________________________________________________________________
Job Title: Town Planner
Location: Birmingham
Reference Number: KL/885712

An established and award winning Planning consultancy based in the centre of
Birmingham has instructed Beach Baker in its search for a Planner or Senior Planner.
With an enviable list of clients, you will get the chance to work on some interesting and
exciting developments across sectors including residential, mixed use, and commercial, so
experience in those areas would be of great benefit towards your application. You will also
ideally have experience working in a consultancy environment, although if you have
worked within a local authority of developer in the same position will also be considered
just as long as you have a commercial mindset. You will also need to be fully MRTPI or at
least 18 months into your licentiate membership with an aim to complete your
qualification asap.
For more information on this role click here

________________________________________________________________________
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